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T E ACHER ’ S  NOT ES
A range of simple activities and fun teaching ideas are detailed here to support 

and enhance the reading of The Legend Lurking in Your Lunchbox.  

These notes are designed to be your friend when teaching in the classroom;  

to help you work smarter not harder.
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o DATA  COLL ECT I ON  o
What’s in your lunch box?

Become a lunchbox detective of your own and investigate  

what sandwiches are lurking in your classes lunchboxes.

•  What is the most popular sandwich?  

•  What two slices of bread are being used? 

•  Does anyone have roti, burritos or a kebab? 

Collect data on the most popular sandwich eaten  

and display your findings in a graph.

o TACT I L E  L E A RN ING  o
Make and Munch!

As a class design a variety of sandwiches for a class menu.  

Let students pick their favourite sandwich to write a recipe for  

(similar to how Clementine did).  

Make a classroom display of the student’s sandwich recipes.  

Pick one or two of the recipes to make as a whole class and enjoy  

an outdoor picnic together. 

o TH I N K I N G  B E YOND  TH E  PAG E  o
Discussion and Drawing

Lord Sandwich didn’t want to leave the table,  

so he asked for his dinner wrapped in two slices of bread.  

If you were to do this at home, what might that look like?  

What dinner would be wedged between two pieces of bread?  

Do you think it would be tasty? Draw what this would look like.
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o RO L E  P L A Y  o
Burrito Verses Sandwich 

Consider the pros and cons of a burrito verses a sandwich. As a class, brainstorm 

and make a list of the benefits and failures of both. Have students take on the 

role of either the burrito or sandwich and build a case for which is the more 

desirable lunch option. Students prepare to present their case to the class in role. 

Allow the class to vote on who was more convincing. Agree on some judgement 

free class criteria for evaluating the presentations, inclusive of persuasive 

language and dramatic expression.                        

o R E S E A RCH  &  I NV E S T I G AT I ON  o
Breads of the World

What makes bread, bread?  

Become a Dinner Detective of your own and decide on a suitable answer.

Is brioche bread? What about challah? A bagel? Sourdough? How about a folded 

pizza? Banana bread? A French Baguette? Damper? Surely Fairy bread is bread?

Research five breads of the world and how they originated. In what context are 

they eaten and by whom? What is their cultural significance?



o P E R S ONAL  H E A LTH  &  D EV E LO PMENT   o
Healthy Choices

Become a nutritionist for the day and help advise a student on the best choice 

of bread for his or her sandwich. Should he or she eat white bread, wholemeal or 

dark rye perhaps? Investigate the nutrition of various types of bread and make a 

decision on what is the healthiest pick and why.

o TH I N K  OUT S I D E  TH E  LUNCHBOX  o
So why isn’t it called a…? 

Clementine and Aksel consider other names for a sandwich such as a ‘pocket 

snap’ or ‘food fold’. What names can you come up with? In small groups have 

students brainstorm new names for a sandwich before sharing their ideas with 

the class. Ask students to justify their choices. Pick a favourite name and try 

using it for the day in replace of sandwich.  
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